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Abstract--This paper proposes a computationally efficient procedure for skew detection and text line position
determination in digitized documents, which is based on the cross-correlation between the pixels of vertical lines
in a document. The determination of the skew angle in documents is essential in optical character recognition
systems. Due to the text skew, each horizontal text line intersects a predefined set of vertical lines at nonhorizontal positions. Using only the pixels on these vertical lines we construct a correlation matrix and evaluate
the skew angle of the document with high accuracy. In addition, using the same matrix, we compute the
positions of text lines in the document. The proposed method is tested on a variety of mixed-type documents and
it provides good and accurate results while it requires only a short computational time. We illustrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm by presenting four characteristic examples. (~ 1997 Pattern Recognition Society.
Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today, most information is saved, used and distributed by
electronic means. Scanners can convert documents stored
on papers into a format suitable for computers. The ever
increasing application of digital document analysis systems promoted the development of digital text processing
units in order to obtain the information which appeared
on the digital documents. The main purpose of these
systems is the transformation of text images into recognized ASCII characters, which is mainly performed with
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems. An OCR
system often consists of a preprocessing stage, (1 3) a
document layout understanding and segmentation
stage, ~4-7~ a feature extraction stage (s-14) and a classification stage. (~5 t y) Many of these stages are facilitated if
the document has not been skewed during the scanning
process and its text lines are strictly horizontal. Although
there are some techniques for character segmentation that
can work on skewed documents too, they are ineffective
and involve great computational cost. (18'19) It is therefore
preferable, in the preprocessing stage, to determine the
skew angle of the digitized documents.
There are several methods for skew detection. These
methods are based on the Hough transform, ~2° 22) projection based approaches (23'24) and the Fourier trans* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel.:
+30-541-26478; fax: +30-541-26947; e-mail: papamark@voreas.ee.duth.gr.
IThis work was partially supported by the Greek GSRT grant
PENED.

Segmentation

form. (25) Hough transform methods are the most popular,
but they are computationally expensive. To this end,
different fast Hough transform based techniques have
been proposed, (26) including the creation of the gray scale
"burst image ''~2°) and the use of only a selected square of
the document where only bottom pixels of candidate
objects are preserved. ~21) A special case of Hough transform for skew detection is proposed by Yan. (21) This
method is based on the correlation between two vertical
lines in a document, which is generated if one vertical
line is shifted relative to the other. This technique gives
good results but, due to the shift process, it is computationally expensive. In projection-based methods, the
projections of the document onto specific directions are
first calculated. The skew angle corresponds to a rotation
angle where some projection characteristics are satisfied.
Ciardiello et al., ~23~ using horizontal projection, determine that the skew angle corresponds to a rotation for
which the mean square deviation of a projection histogram is maximized. The method proposed by Baird in
reference (24) belongs in this category, as well. According to this method, for an orientation angle 0, we project
the locations of characters onto an "accumulator" line
perpendicular to the projection direction. By this procedure, we can construct a function A(O), whose global
maximum corresponds to the skew angle. This method
gives good accurate results but is computationally expensive due to its preprocessing stage and global maximum finding stage. The method proposed by Postl in
reference (25) belongs to the Fourier transform approaches. According to this method, the skew angle
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corresponds to the direction for which the density of the
Fourier space becomes the largest. This method requires
computation of the Fourier transform of the document
and for this reason, it is computationally expensive.
In this paper, we propose a new skew detection method
based on the information existing on a set of equidistant
vertical lines. We accept that a text document consists
mainly of horizontal text lines. We can further choose
from all the image pixels those lying on a set of equidistant vertical lines. For a document, these pixels correspond to pixels of text lines. By using only these pixels
we construct a correlation matrix between the vertical
lines. We need not relate every pixel of a line to all pixels
of the other lines, but only to those pixels that lie in a
specific region defined by the expected maximum skew.
In this way, we reduce the computation time significantly
without sacrificing accuracy. Finally, we form the vertical projection of the matrix, and the skew angle corresponds to the projection's global maximum. As we
demonstrate in Example 3, the proposed method also
works well with documents that, in addition to the usual
horizontal text lines, contain images, line draws and
tables.
By using the correlation matrix, after evaluation of the
skew angle is accomplished, we can also find the positions of the text lines. Defining a line detection function,
we form a horizontal projection of the matrix. The local
maxima of this projection give the positions of the text
lines. The detection of the text lines is essential for many
applications such as for segmentation and character
extraction procedures.
The innovations introduced by the new method are the
following:

• Efficiency. Instead of using all the image pixels, we
use only those lying on certain vertical lines defined in
the image. This results in a drastic decrease of the
calculation time for skew detection when our method
is compared with the Hough transform and the crosscorrelation method of Yan. The basic matrix used for
data storage is of much smaller dimension compared to
other methods, which results in a faster algorithm
implementation and minimum storage requirements.
• Accuracy. The new method extracts the document
skew with high accuracy. This can be further improved
by using more than two vertical lines, in contrast with
the Yah method which uses only two vertical lines. The
use of more than two vertical lines improves the
accuracy, reduces the possibility of a wrong result
due to noise and diminishes the possibility of missing
a text line of short length. This happens because the
skew detection accuracy depends on the distance
between the first and the last vertical lines.
• Robustness. The results of the proposed method are
robust to the presence of graphics in the document
which is not true for methods based on the Hough
transform.
Experimental results, using two or more vertical lines,
illustrate the applicability of the proposed method for
skew correction of documents rotated at several angles.

Apart from the skew detection, the information given by
the pixels on the vertical lines is also used to determine
the positions of text lines. Thus, we facilitate and accelerate the character segmentation stage.

2. IMAGE SMOOTHING AND VERTICAL LINE DATA
ACQUISITION
We define the binary text image B(x,y) ~ {0, 1} with
the integer x,y taking values in the ranges I < x < Xwin
and 1 _< y _< Ywi,, and assuming that text pixels are
assigned the value I and background pixels the value
0. All the distances in this paper are expressed in units of
pixel distance, i.e. the horizontal distances in terms of
horizontal pixel distance and the vertical distances in
term of vertical pixel distance.
Image smoothing. Before applying the method fi~r
skew detection to B(x, y), we pre-process the image using
the horizontal run-length smoothing
algorithm
(RLSA), ¢27) so that text lines are transformed to thick
solid lines. According to it, if the number of background
pixels [B(x,y) = 0] lying between two adjacent horizontal text pixels is less than or equal to a certain threshold T,
then these background pixels are converted into text
pixels [B(x, y) -- 11.
The proper value of T depends on the text characteristics and primarily on the character width. Therefore, the
proper threshold value is selected according to the user's
experience. We found that a suitable value for T is
T -- 0.1Xwin. Figure 1 shows the results of the above
procedure applied to a document.
Line data acquisition. We define now a set of two or
more vertical lines in the document. Embodying the
previous preprocessing tool, we define that a pixel belongs to a vertical line if its distance from it is less than or
equal to T/2.
Then, we define the pixels of every vertical line K,
lying at horizontal distance m from the left margin,
through the following line smoothing binary function:
lineK(v)
"

r . . . . . . . +T/2 . . . . . . .
~J0 lI~-ai:m T/2 t~(t,y):y:U,
otherwise,

~:= 1. . . . , Ywin.
(1)

We can say that the function linex(y) depicts text pixel
existence at the vertical line K after the line smoothing
transformation. In contrast with the Hough transform
approach where all the image pixels are used, we will use
only the pixels belonging to these vertical lines. Thus, we
need less memory and we speed up significantly our
algorithm.

3. SKEW DETECTION USING TWO VERTICAL LINES
In this section, we will describe the new method using
only two vertical lines.

3.1. Selection of pixels for skew detection
A common characteristic of a text document is the
repetition of the horizontal text lines along the vertical
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Fig. 1. The image before and after horizontal run-length smoothing,

direction. This is obvious (see Fig. 1) by observing the
repetition of the pixel-blocks along the vertical columns.
These blocks correspond mainly to horizontal text lines.
It is noted that, although in most cases the repetition of
text lines is approximately periodical, this is not a prerequirement for our approach. Examination of the blocks
between two different vertical lines can give the necessary information for skew detection. We choose two
vertical lines dj and de (see Fig. 2), at distances Dt
and D2 from the left margin of the image, Distances
Di and D2 are defined so the image is divided into equal
2
parts: DI = ~ X w . and De =3Xwi,. The skew angle
estimation is based on the 2Ywin pixels which are on
these two lines obtained by equation (1).

3,2, Skew detection fi'om the correlation matrix of two
vertical I&es
We want to determine a matrix that records all the
relative positions of the pixels of the vertical line dt to the
pixels of the vertical line d2. We notice that due to the
text skew 0, a text line intersects the two vertical lines d~

/

Xwin'"

\

)

T

~ir

/~

,1
<

L

<-_.._
dl

d2

and d2 in two points having vertical distance
[ ~ (D2 - DI ) tan 0. Making the assumption that a document can be rotated up to ±5';, i.e, 0,T,a~=5° due to a
scanning misplacement, the vertical distance / must
satisfy the constraint:
-L</<L.

where L = ( D ~ - D t ) t a n \

[ 2TcO,,a,~
360 J '
(2)

where L is an integer, expressed in number of vertical
pixels.
For every text pixel of the vertical line da [line~(yD
--11, we search for text pixels at the vertical line d2 in a
region [-L,L] centered at yk. We store this information in
a correlation matrix C(yk, A) ~ {0, 1} defined as
C(yk, A) = linej (y~)line2(yk + A),
for 1 ~ Yk ~_ ]"win and - L < A < L.

13)

Pixels outside the image region are assumed to he 0.
As we can see in Fig. 3, the correlation matrix C has
zero elements for y~=6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24 and 25.
This is because there are no text pixels at line d~ for these
Yt values. We also have C(1,3)=1 because there is a text
pixel at Fine d~ for yk= 1 and there is also a text pixel at
line d2 for y t = 1+ 3 ~ 4 .
If the image skew angle is 0, then the intersection of
every text line with the two vertical lines d~ and d2 should
have a vertical distance ( D 2 - D 0 tan 0. So, the correlation matrix C will have maximum accumulation of points
along the y-axis for A = int[0.5 + ( D z - D i ) t a n 0 1
(where int[-] is the integer part of -). Making a reverse
approach of this syllogism, image skew is obtained if we
detect the global maximum of the vertical projection of
the correlation matrix C.
The vertical projection of the correlation matrix is
given from the formula:
}/win

P(A) = Z C(k'A)'

V)~CI-~L,L 1.

~4~

>

Fig. 2. Image window of size Xwin * Y,~.i. and region [-L,LI.

According to the above, if the global maximum of P(A) is
at A=Am~,x, then the document skew is given by the
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Fig. 3. Correlation matrix of the vertical line dz towards d2.
3.3. Text line detection using the correlation matrix

following relation:
0

tan

I \D2

-

DI J '

(5)

With the skew angle of the document determined to be
at A=A ...... then we can now use the correlation matrix C
to compute the position of text lines in the document. The
concentration of points around the column of C(y,A) for
A /~maxcan give us the positions of the text lines. Giving

As we can see in Fig. 4, we have a global maximum of
the projection for A 3, which means that the document
skew angle is tan I[3/(D2-D1)].
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Fig. 4. Skew detection using the correlation matrix of Fig. 3.
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suitable weights to the elements of C, starting with 1 for
A=Ama~ and descending by half every time we go away
from the point A=Amax, we form the line position detection function Ll(y):
~

~C(v,k)

22
2"1

18

'

~:L

17

~

L

I

k::~ ...... 1

2 k- A.....

C(v, k).

v = 1. . . . . Y,,,i,. (6)

-

-'~.... ), (D2,Yl)), ((D1 ,Y2

( ( D , ,.Vn -- ~ .....

@@@E lind

16

Arnax),(D2,Y2)) . . . . .

), (De,y,,)),

[ ]@

[]

15

We use the weights 1/21&,,~-kl to emphasize the
points close t o ,~max. We also, could use other kernel
values, i.e. l / a lain"* kl, a ¢ 2 . However, our experimental
results indicated that a = 2 is a suitable choice. Taking
a 2, we have another advantage that is the fast implementation of equation (6) since 1/2 ~m- k is a single
register shift.
The local maxima of the function LI(y) give us the
position of the text lines. That is, ify~ ,Y2,... ,y~ are the
local maxima of the function LI(y), then the text lines lie
on the image lines with coordinates:
((DI ,Yl

23

19

.........

+

24

20

,~.....

LI(y) :
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(7)
~'-D13

An example of this procedure is given in Fig. 5, where
we have local maxima at y=3, 11 and 19. Using these
values and the skew angle, we can determine the positions and the slopes of the text lines. As we can see in
Fig. 6, we have detected three lines passing from the
y=3, 11 and 19 pixels of line 1 having approximately 3 C
slope.

4. SKEW DETECTION BY USING MULTIPLE VERTICAL
LINES
Now, we will extend the skew detection method to
more than two vertical lines. Using multiple vertical
lines, we can increase the accuracy and robustness of
the method.

<

D2
dl

)
d2

Fig. 6. Lines detected from the three local maxima of Fig. 5
correspond to lines with coordinates: ((D~,3)-(D2.6)),
((DIAl) (D>I4)),((DbI9) (D2,22)).

4.1. Determination of the correlation matrices of
multiple vertical lines
In order to increase the method's accuracy and robustness, we use the information of the image pixels that lie
on more than two vertical lines. Suppose we have defined
M vertical lines di, i
1 , . . . , M. Distances Di from the
left margin are defined so that the image is divided into
-

-
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Fig. 5. The line detection function of the correlation matrix of Fig. 3. We detect text lines at local position
for y=3, 11 and 19.
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equal parts: Di = (i,Xwin)/(M + 1), i = 1,... ,M (see
Fig. 7).
For every pair of vertical lines with distances di and di,
we search for all point pairs with vertical distances A,
such as

Lij <_ A <_ Lij,

where Lij = (Dj

f2"rrOma×5

Di) tan~ . ~ 6 0 ) "

(8)
Thus for every pixel of a vertical line d i [linei(Yk)--I ], we
examine the pixels at all vertical lines dj in a region
[-Lu,Lij] centered at Yk. Afterwards, these values are
stored in the correlation matrices Cii. Clearly, we have
M(M - 1)/2 correlation matrices given by the following
relation:

projection of CG. In order to calculate the matrix CG, we
first translbrm the correlation matrices C/j by suitable
scaling, considering all the vertical distances of lines
di, dj being not at distances Dj, D i but at distances
DM, D1, respectively (see Fig. 8). To perform this scaling
procedure, every correlation array C o is transformed into
a new matrix CS 0 as follows:

CSij(Y, a) = CSij(y, a)+Cij(Y, A),

Dj D,J

(J0)
and for every y - 1 , . . . , Y,,,i, and -L/j < A < L~.
Now, the global correlation matrix CG is equal to
M.-I

Cij(Y, A) -- linei(y)linej(y + A),
1 < _ y < Ywin and - L

for/-- 1,2,...,M-

M

CG(y,A/O <A<L~j,

(9)

1 andj=i+l,i+2,...,M.

4.2. Skew detection from the correlation matrices of
multiple lines
In order to calculate the skew angle of the document,
we first construct a global correlation matrix CG from all
the correlation matrices Cij determined according to
equation (9). Then, as in the case of two lines, the skew
angle corresponds to the global maximum of the vertical

cs0(y, at
i=l j

(ll

i+1

In the similar way, in the two line case [equation (4)], we
define the vertical projection of the global correlation
matrix CG on the A-axis by the relation:
Ywin

P(A) = Z C G ( k , A ) ,

Va C [-L,~t,LIM],

(12)

k 1

where
The
global
of the

LIM is calculated from equation (8).
document skew angle is calculated from the
projection maximum. If the global maximum
projection is for A=A ..... then the skew angle
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4.3. Accuracy of the skew detection algorithm
The accuracy o f the skew detection algorithm depends
on image resolution and on the distance b e t w e e n the first
and the last vertical lines. Specifically, the estimated
skew angle is 0:ke, where
e =

~ tan -j

-

.

(14)

Since 1/(DM--Di) << 1, we can approximate e (in
degrees) as
IM+ 1
1
360
~ 2 M - 1 S ' X w i n 27r '

(15)

where M is the number o f vertical lines, S is the scanner's

resolution and Xwi,1 is the horizontal dimension o f the
document.
As an example, for a digitized image o f A4 size
(Xwi,=8.5 in.) and with resolution S ~ 3 0 0 dpi, we will
approximately have:
• For two vertical lines (M=2): e = 0.0337 °.
• For five vertical lines (M=5): c = 0.0169 °.
Table 1. Accuracy of the skew method
Scanner resolution
No. of
vertical lines
2
3
4
5
6
7

200

300

400

800

0.0506
0.0337
0.0281
0.0253
0.0236
0.0225

0.0337
0.0225
0.0187
0.0169
0.0157
0.0150

0.0253
0.0169
0.0140
0.0126
0.0118
0.0112

0.0126
0.0084
0.0070
0.0063
0.0059
(I.(1056
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Fig. 10. Application of the algorithm in a simple text with five vertical lines without smoothing
preprocessing: (a) document; (b)-(f) intersection points of the text with five vertical lines; (g) function LI(y)
and (h) P(A).
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Fig. 11. Example with two vertical lines and smoothing preprocessing: (a) document; (b)-(c) intersection
points of the text with two vertical lines; (d) function LICv);(e) P(A).
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Table 2. Experimental comparative results

Skew angle

Hough transform

New method

HT absolute error

Absolute error using the
new method

(degrees)
0.0
0.2
0.4

-0.1
0
0.2

0.0
O. 13
(I.4

0.1
0.2
0.2

0.0
(l.07
0.0

0.6
0.8
1,0
1.2
1.4

0.5
0.7
0.8
1.0
1.3

0.51
0.83
0.96
I. 11
1.36

0.1
(1.1
0.2
0.2
0.1

0.09
0.03
0.04
0.09
0.04

1.6

1.5

1.5

(I. 1

0.1

1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8

1.7
1.9
2.1
2.2
2,5
2.6

1.77
1.97
2.11
2.4
2.66
2.73

0.1
0.1
0. I
(I.2
0.1
0.2

0.03
0.03
0.09
0.0
0.06
0.07

3.0
Maximum error
Minimum error
Mean value

2.9

3.04

0. I
(I.2
0.1
0.1375

0.04
O. 1
0.0
(l.04875

0.0484

0.032763

Standard deviation
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Table 3. Experimental comparative results
Skew
angle

Image

4

~

-3

I

0

Hough

Hough+
RLSA

ICC
(YAN)

New
method

Time 334 s
Abs. error 0.00'

Time 470 s
Abs. error 0.00'

Time 205 s
Abs. error 0 . 1 7

Time 5 s
Abs. error l).04

~(~_~.~

Result - 2 . 9 ~
Time 340 s
Abs. error 0.10:'

Result - 3 . 1
Time 470 s
Abs. error 0.10:

Result - 3 . 1 F
Time 206 s
Abs. error 0.11

Result - 3 . 0 0
Time 5 s
Abs. error 0.ll0

' ~.'~-~':

==,-~-~,
~--

Result - 2 . 1
Time 336 s
Abs. error 0.10'

Result - 2 . 2
Time 476 s
Abs. error l).20

Result - 1 . 9 7
Time 206 s
Abs. error 0 . 0 3

Result 2.08
Time 5 s
Abs. error (I.08

~,..,~,~,.~

~2:~,~

.~-~.~

=z~.

Result - 1 3
Time 339 s
Abs. error 0.10'

Result - 1 . 2
Time 471 s
Abs. error 0 . 2 0

Result - 1 . 2 0
Time 206 s
Abs. error (1.20

Result 1.04
Time 5 s
Abs. error 0.04

Result 0.1':
Time 339 s
Abs. error 0.10'

Result 0.1'
Time 473 s
Abs. error ll.00 '

Result 0
Time 206 s
Abs. error 0 . 0 0

Result 0.12
Time 5 s
Abs. error 0.12

~

.

~ . ~ -

~

?"~'~'--"~'~'~"
~'-;
K ~ ~ ~

~7-.rzT.'.'..~.-.

-"-~:_.~.~Z.:..'::2
.--:-'-'..--#-

1

~ , ~ . ~ . z "'"~%~°-"

Result 0.8'
Time 3 3 0 s
Abs. error 0.20 ~

Result 1
Time 4 7 3 s
Abs. error 0.00'

Result 0.81'
Time 2 0 7 s
Abs. error 0.19

Result 0 . 9 2
Time 4 s
Abs. error 0.08

'~

~ , ~

Result 2
Time 330 s
Abs. error 0.00'

Result 2
Time 476 s
Abs. errnr 0 . 0 0

Resuh 2.06
Time 206 s
Abs. error 0 . 0 6

Result 1.90
Time 5 s
Abs. error 0. I(I

._~'.~.'~.,-,.=.d~.,,r~,, .,
~. .=. .~. =
. ..
K ~ ~ - : ~ . ~
p~.L~__

Result 2,9 ~
Time 327 s
Abs. error 0. l f f

Result 2.9'
Time 470 s
Abs. error 0.10

Result 2 . 9 0
Time 201 s
Abs. error 0. I(F

Result 2.93
Time 4 s
Abs. error 0.07

.~. ~.,,,,,,,,,

Result 3.9'
Time 321 s
Abs. error 0 . 1 0

Result 3 . 9
Time 472 s
Abs. error 0.10

Result 3.75 ....
Time 202 s
Abs. error 0.25'

Result 3.91
Time 5 s
Abs. error 0.09

M a x i m u m error
M i n i m u m error
Mean error value

0.20'
0.00°
0.088'

(I.20'
0.00"
(l.088 '~

0.25'
0.00 ~
0.123

0.12
0.00
0.068'

Mean required time

332.88 s

472.33 s

205.00 s

4.77 s

~ .
"1~
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Image sel;mentation allio~ithmi

~or(J-tll; J<M2; .1"*)

b[£] [J] =((:l.a~.) t [ i ] [J ]/nr)*ar;
rettu:~ {0) ;

Fisum 8.11.~ kaqge ~.gmentatioa in N *q~ruge rt*gioax.

The *lpplicttion or' tiff* Llgorithm to the eeltmentation of eJa image in four eq~
regionl il -town m F'~pn-e6.2A. If the image histogram i~ coucentrsted in •
intemdty ra~e., uxdfot'm threthoidix~ (6.2.r) d o u not giv~ good t'emdtx, bec~
number d r ~
umy enutsin memt ~ the imalge pixels, w]aere~ the i
the re~n~, are almmt naee~ttng. N~atmlform thxe,h~din~ crentes much 1
relmlts in this CaN, A ncw"tn~f'~rlllthresholdhalg tech~que hi based on lfillt,
equsii~tio~ technique, dem:ribed ia G'mtpt~ 3. Let G ( / ( t , I ) ) be the tra
m*tio~ fuactlon um~d in h i ~ t ~
equ~dlzatioa. The ~elpmentmtion proced

deecribed by the equation:
g(t, t) =

,,?.,
R,,_,

tf ,{L/.,v I < a(f(k,t)) < (~ + ~)lM,v]
i~ (~v - l)lt,/~v I < c(f(t,, O) <

Non-uni[oma thred~oldiug (6.2.8) g~ae~lly reaults ia imafe segment~tlo]
are bette~ tlum the ones given by (6.2.7).
Thre~holding tedmiques deKribed in this *eetion 6,u*r~ttee r e ~
&eneit¥ but no region eonneetedneu, bee~u~ thtedaoldJag is performed on
bw, end ao n ~ r h o o d iat'oxn~icn is t~ken into account. Proximity
m~iou is combined with h~aogenelty rule* to produce ~ t e d
re~ow
tectmiques de*cribed in the next section.

Fil

Fig. 14. Document of Fig. 13 after skew correction.

lines by calculating the pixel concentration around the
column of matrix CG(y, Amax). The methodology for text
line position determination is the same as in the two lines
case. We form the text line position function LI and
detect its local maxima.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our method was tested extensively on a variety of
document images rotated at various angles. The results
were very promising concerning skew angle accuracy
and line position determination. In this section, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of the method by presenting four characteristic examples implemented in a
486DX/33 MHz computer.
Example 1. In the first example, we apply the method
using multiple vertical lines on a document with a skew
angle of 2 °. The scanning resolution and Xwi, are equal to

96 dpi and 7.398 in., respectively. As we can see in
Fig. 9, we use five vertical lines in a pure text area.
According to the proposed algorithm, we determine the
correlation matrix CG and the line detection function
LI(y). In Fig. 9, we can see the intersections of the text
with the five vertical lines, the line detection function
Ll(y) and the projection P(A) of the correlation matrix.
The skew angle for this image is calculated to be equal to
2.0166 °, which is close enough to the real 2 '~.
If we apply the skew detection algorithm without linesmoothing transformation to the same image, then (see
Fig. 10) we observe that the skew angle is estimated as
- 2 . 0 2 1 3 °, which is approximately the same with the one
determined in the first case. However, the line detection
function takes a non-suitable form and its local maxima
cannot be found with great accuracy.
Finally, we apply the proposed skew detection algorithm with two vertical lines, and we estimate now a skew
angle at 1.8822 (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 15. Application of the algorithm to a document with text into tables: (a) document; (b)-(f) intersection
points of the text with five vertical lines; (g) function Ll(y); (h) P(A).

Example 2.

In order to have comparative results with
other skew detection techniques, we applied the Hough
transform as well as the proposed method to the same
document of Fig. 9 which was skewed from 0 to 3 '~ with
a step of 0.2 ~. Table 2 summarizes the results of this
procedure and Fig. 12 shows their graphical representation. As we can see, the maximum absolute error for the
Hough transform approach is equal to 0.27 , in contrast
with 0.1 ~ for the new method. Additionally, the average
computation time was 92 s for the Hough transform and
only 7 s for the new method.
Similar results are taken if we compare our method
with the use of the Hough transform after smoothing
preprocessing and with the cross-correlation method of
Yah. ~22) The results of this comparison are demonstrated
in Table 3 and were obtained from images rotated from
4 ' to 4 "~with a step of 1'. The new method gives the
smallest maximum error in significantly shorter time.

Example 3. The

proposed method works well even when
we have mixed texts with graphics or texts into tables. In
contrast with the Hough transform method, the new
algorithm can be applied to the entire document and
not only to pure text areas. We apply the skew detection
algorithm, using five vertical lines, to a document of
96 dpi resolution with Xwin=l 1.458 in. The real skew
angle for this document is - 3 . 5 ° . As we can see in the
result window of Fig. 13, the skew angle was detected

properly from the projection of the correlation matrix and
equals - 3 . 5 4 6 ':'. This slope corresponds to the line
appearing in the middle of the image in Fig. 13, while
in Fig. 14 we can see the document after skew correction.
The Hough transform fails when applied to the same
document and results in an unacceptable value of - 1 . 4 .

Example4. Our skew detection method gives satisfactory
results even in cases of documents with tables. In Fig. 15,
we have a document with a text-table that has 300 dpi
resolution, Xwin=6.423 and a real skew angle of - 0 . 5 .
We apply the skew detection algorithm with five vertical
lines. In the result window of Fig. 15, we can see that we
have a clear global peak in the projection corresponding
to an angle of 0.5169'.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an efficient algorithm for
skew correction and text line position determination of
document images. The method uses only a limited number of pixels lying on vertical lines located on specified
distances. Based only on these pixels, a correlation
matrix is constructed. The skew angle is determined
from the global maximum of a projection derived from
this matrix. After the skew angle is determined, a text line
detection function is also defined and its local maxima
give the positions of the text lines.
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In summary, the proposed method
• is faster and more accurate than the Hough transform
and Yan's cross-correlation approach and it requires
less m e m o r y because it uses only a small subset o f the
d o c u m e n t pixels;
• is robust since it works equally well with mixed text/
graphics documents;
• does not depend on the periodicity o f the text lines;
• determines the text line positions;
• its accuracy can be adjusted by increasing the number
o f vertical lines.
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